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Interaction between Scene and Object Processing Revealed
by Human fMRI andMEG Decoding
Talia Brandman and XMarius V. Peelen
Center for Mind/Brain Sciences, University of Trento, 38068 Rovereto (TN), Italy
Scenes strongly facilitate object recognition, such as when wemake out the shape of a distant boat on the water. Yet, although known to
interact inperception,neuroimaging researchhasprimarilyprovidedevidence for separate scene- andobject-selective cortical pathways.
This raises the question of how these pathways interact to support context-based perception. Here we used a novel approach in human
fMRI and MEG studies to reveal supra-additive scene-object interactions. Participants (men and women) viewed degraded objects that
were hard to recognize when presented in isolation but easy to recognize within their original scene context, in which no other associated
objects were present. fMRI decoding showed that themultivariate representation of the objects’ category (animate/inanimate) in object-
selective cortex was strongly enhanced by the presence of scene context, even though the scenes alone did not evoke category-selective
response patterns. This effect in object-selective cortex was correlatedwith concurrent activity in scene-selective regions.MEGdecoding
results revealed that scene-based facilitation of object processing peaked at 320ms after stimulus onset, 100ms later than peak decoding
of intact objects. Together, results suggest that expectations derived from scene information, processed in scene-selective cortex, feed
back to shape object representations in visual cortex. These findings characterize, in space and time, functional interactions between
scene- and object-processing pathways.
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Introduction
Scene context powerfully shapes our perception of objects in ev-
eryday life, facilitating recognition when objects are small, dis-
tant, shaded, or partially occluded (Oliva and Torralba, 2007).
For example, Figure 1A gives the clear impression of a sailing
ship, but not when isolated from its background. The neural basis
of such scene-based object perception remains largely unex-
plored. Previous work has focused on distinct neural mecha-
nisms of object and scene processing, providing evidence for
separate object- and scene-selective areas (Malach et al., 1995;
Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998) that each has a causal role in the
perception of their preferred category (Mullin and Steeves, 2011;
Dilks et al., 2013). In the present study,we used fMRI andMEG to
ask how these two types of information interact in the brain,
probing the functional neuroanatomy and neural dynamics of
contextual facilitation of objects in real-world scenes.
Previous behavioral and neuroimaging studies have examined
contextual processing using scene-object congruity paradigms,
measuring the effects of contextual violations on object percep-
tion and neural responses. These studies found that semantic
violations and spatial violations impair object detection and rec-
ognition (Biederman et al., 1982; Boyce and Pollatsek, 1992; Bar
and Ullman, 1996; Davenport and Potter, 2004). Neuroimaging
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Significance Statement
Although scenes and objects are known to contextually interact in visual perception, the study of high-level vision has mostly
focused on the dissociation between their selective neural pathways. The current findings are the first to reveal direct facilitation
of object recognitionandneural representationby scenebackground, even in the absenceof contextually associatedobjects.Using
a multivariate approach to both fMRI and MEG, we characterize the functional neuroanatomy and neural dynamics of such
scene-based object facilitation. Finally, the correlation of this effect with scene-selective activity suggests that, although function-
ally distinct, scene and object processing pathways do interact at a perceptual level to fill in for insufficient visual detail.
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studies show increased EEG and fMRI responses to incongruent
scene-object displays, depending on the type of violation and task
(Ganis andKutas, 2003; Demiral et al., 2012; Vo˜ andWolfe, 2013;
Mudrik et al., 2014; Re´my et al., 2014). These increased responses
to incongruent conditions, potentially reflecting prediction error
signals (Noppeney, 2012), suggest that contextual cues present in
the scene influence the processing of objects, at some level of
processing. However, extant results do not identify the mecha-
nisms by which scene information acts to shape the perceptual
interpretation of objects.
There are two competing accounts of how the brain could use
scene information to shape object processing. One possibility is
that scene information facilitates the processing of objects at a per-
ceptual stage. For example, according to the contextual-facilitation
model (Bar, 2004), rapidly formedpredictions derived fromcontex-
tual associations project back to the inferior-temporal cortex, acti-
vating candidate object representations. Such an account is broadly
similar to recent views on the role of expectation in perception
(Summerfield and de Lange, 2014), with scene context creating ex-
pectations about object identities.
An alternative is that visual scene and object processing pro-
ceed in parallel with information being integrated only at post-
perceptual stages (Hollingworth and Henderson, 1999), in line
with studies showing the functional independence of these visual
pathways (Mullin and Steeves, 2011; Dilks et al., 2013). Thereby,
object and scene processing regions in the visual cortex would
independently represent bottom-up sensory information, with
integration occurring at postperceptual regions.
To distinguish between these possibilities, we developed a new
approach that boosts the facilitating effect of scenes on the per-
ceptual interpretation of objects, by reducing internal object in-
formation. Specifically, we presented degraded objects either in
their intact scenes or in isolation, as well as the scenes alone (see
Fig. 1B). These three conditions allowed us to test whether per-
ceptual representations of objects and scenes are independent or
interactive by comparing responses evoked by degraded objects
in scenes with the sum of responses evoked by degraded objects
alone and scenes alone. This supra-additivity test of object and
scene processingwas applied to fMRI,MEG, and behavioralmea-
sures. We used multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) (Haxby et
al., 2001) to track how objects were represented in the brain. To
this end, we trained a machine-learning algorithm to classify the
neural responses elicited by intact objects, and then tested its
classification of neural responses evoked by degraded objects
with and without scenes, and scenes alone (see Fig. 1C). This
allowed us to determine how scene context impacted the resem-
blance of response patterns evoked by degraded objects to those
evoked by intact objects.We thus characterize, in space and time,
the facilitating effects of scene context on the neural representa-
tion of objects.
Materials andMethods
In Study 1 and Study 2, we measured the multivariate representations of
object animacy in fMRI and MEG signals while participants performed
an oddball detection task (see General procedure). In a separate animacy
pattern localizer used for classifier training, participants viewed intact
animate and inanimate objects, fully visible and in high resolution, pre-
sented in isolation. In addition, for the fMRI experiment, a region-of-
interest (ROI) localizer served to localize object- and scene-selective
ROIs in visual cortex. Finally, Study 3 measured object perception be-
haviorally. All procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the
University of Trento.
Experimental stimuli
The stimulus set consisted of degraded objects that were perceived as
ambiguous on their own but that were easily categorized in context. We
ensured that the background scenes did not contain objects that were
specifically associated with one of the object categories, such as other
animals or traffic signs. The main experiment included photographs of
30 animate (animals and people) and 30 inanimate (cars, boats, planes,
and trains) objects in outdoor scenes. Sixty photographs of scenes from
MorgueFile database (www.morguefile.com) were cropped and cleaned
to include one dominant foreground object. Each object was selected and
downsized in resolution (i.e., pixelated), and saved once in its original
background, and once on a uniform gray background of mean lumi-
nance of the original background. The image was also edited to exclude
the object and saved as background only. The final images (180 in total)
included the degraded objects in scenes, the degraded objects alone, and
the scenes alone (see samples in Fig. 1B). To avoid familiarity effects
passing from objects in scenes to objects alone, the stimulus set was split
in two, such that different objects were presented for degraded objects in
scenes and for degraded objects alone within a given subject. (For exam-
ple, for two stimuli Bird1 and Bird2, a given participant would either
view Bird1 in isolation and Bird2 in the sky, or vice versa.) The scenes
alone matched the degraded objects alone (participants who viewed
Bird1 in isolation would also view its background separately, but not
embedded). The two sets were counterbalanced across subjects. The an-
imacy pattern localizer used in Studies 1 and 2 included the 60 objects
from the main experiment, and an additional set of 60 new objects that
were matched for category and subcategory of the main-experiment set,
enlarged, in high resolution and centered on a white background. Visual
angles were as follows: 6.07  4.55 behavioral, 6.15  4.61 in MRI,
5.99 4.50 in MEG (400 300 pixels on MRI and MEG displays).
Stimulus optimization and selection
The stimulus set was optimized and validated in a behavioral pilot exper-
iment in a laboratory setting, in which participants rated the degraded
objects’ animacy, to compare the level of object ambiguity in isolation
versus in context. Participants were asked to rate each degraded object,
presented either within its original scene context or on a white back-
ground, on a scale of animacy from 1 (inanimate) to 8 (animate). Partic-
ipants’ ratings were normalized to a mean of 0 and SD of 1. The final
stimulus set, used in the fMRI andMEG studies, consisted of objects that
were perceived as more ambiguous on their own than in context (N 8;
animate: t 3.70, p 0.008; inanimate: t 6.42, p 0.001), with amean
difference of 0.70 between normalized scores of objects with andwithout
context. Fifty-four additional objects, showing smaller differences in rat-
ings (between scene background or white background), were tested in
the piloting stages but were excluded from the final stimulus set.
General procedure for Studies 1 and 2
On each trial, participants viewed a single briefly presented (50ms) stim-
ulus. During main-experiment runs, participants performed an oddball
task, in which they pressed a button each time a number was presented
instead of an object or scene. They were also instructed to memorize the
objects. The main experiment was followed by the animacy pattern lo-
calizer. On the first run of the pattern localizer, participants pressed a
button each time they recognized a memorized object. On the following
runs, they performed the oddball number task.
Study 1: fMRI
Participants. Nineteen healthy participants (12 female, mean  SD age,
25 4.4 years) were included. All participants had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision and gave informed consent. Sample size was chosen to
exceed that of previous studies using similar fMRI decoding methods
(e.g., Proklova et al., 2016). Two additional participants were excluded
from data analysis due to excessive head motion during scanning.
Experimental design. Themain experiment consisted of 5 scanner runs
of 352 s duration, each composed of 4 fixation blocks and 3 blocks for
each of the 6 conditions: animate/inanimate  object/scene/object-in-
scene (total 18). The animacy pattern localizer consisted of 3 scanner
runs of 336 s duration, each composed of 5 fixation blocks and 4 blocks
per condition: animate/inanimate old/new (total 16). Each block con-
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sisted of 16 trials, in which a stimulus was presented for 50 ms followed
by a 950 ms fixation. This resulted in 240 trials (120 2 s volumes) per
condition in the main experiment, and 192 trials (96 2 s volumes) per
condition in the animacy pattern localizer.
Data acquisition and preprocessing. Whole-brain scanning was per-
formed with a 4T Bruker MedSpec MRI scanner using an 8-channel
head-coil. T2*-weighted EPIswere collected (TR 2.0 s, TE 33ms, 73°
flip angle, 3 3 3 mm voxel size, 1 mm gap, 30 slices, 192 mm FOV).
A high-resolution T1-weighted image (MP-RAGE; 1 1 1 mm voxel
size) was obtained as an anatomical reference. The data were analyzed
using MATLAB (The MathWorks; RRID:SCR_001622) with statistical
parametric mapping (SPM; RRID:SCR_007037). Each run was preceded
by 12 s fixation discarded from the analysis. Preprocessing included slice-
timing correction, realignment, and spatial smoothing with a 6 mm
FWHM Gaussian kernel. A GLM HRF model was estimated for each
participant for the univariate analyses.
Category-selectivity localizer. A category-selectivity localizer ended the
scanning session, designed to identify object-selective and scene-selective
areas. The localizer included 80 grayscale images per category of objects,
scenes, bodies, and scrambled objects (i.e., a randommixture of pixels of
each of the object images). It consisted of 2 scanner runs of 336 s dura-
tion, each composed of 5 fixation blocks and 4 blocks per condition:
object/scene/body/scrambled-object (total 16). Each block consisted of
20 trials, in which a stimulus was presented for 350ms followed by a 450ms
fixation. Participants performed a 1-back task, in which they pressed a but-
ton every time the same imagewas presented twice in a row.Oneparticipant
was removed from theROI analysis due to excessive headmotionduring the
category-selectivity localizer.
Individual ROI selection. Object-selective areas were functionally de-
fined by stronger responses to intact objects than to scrambled objects in
the category-selectivity localizer. These were defined for each participant
in native space by contrasting activity evoked by intact objects against
scrambled objects and against baseline activity. Lateral occipital (LO)
and posterior fusiform sulcus (pFs) ROIs were generated bilaterally for
each participant by identifying occipital and temporal voxels in the ven-
tral visual stream where both contrasts garnered uncorrected p values
0.01. Similarly, scene-selective areas were functionally defined by
stronger responses to scenes than to objects and scrambled objects. These
were defined for each participant in native space by contrasting activity
evoked by scenes against objects, against scrambled objects, and against
baseline activity. Transverse occipital sulcus (TOS) and parahippocam-
pal place area (PPA) ROIs were generated bilaterally for each participant
by identifying occipital and temporal voxels in the ventral visual stream
where the three contrasts garnered uncorrected p values 0.01. In most
participants, individually selected retrosplenial complex (RSC) was too
small to performMVPA, and it was therefore excluded from the individ-
ual ROI analysis. To limit dimensionality effects on classifier perfor-
mance and prevent overfitting (Hastie et al., 2001), only the most
significant 100 voxels of each ROI were included in the analysis. ROIs
20 voxels were discarded (1 participant removed from LO, 2 removed
from TOS). Decoding accuracy was then averaged across hemispheres.
Multivariate analysis. The data within each voxel were detrended and
normalized (mean SD) across the time course of each run, and shifted
two volumes (4 s) to account for the hemodynamic lag. The data were then
averaged across blocks within each run, resulting in one block of 8
volumes per condition per run. Multivariate analysis was performed using
CoSMoMVPA toolbox (Oosterhof et al., 2016) (RRID:SCR_014519). An
LDA classifier discriminated between response patterns to animate versus
inanimate objects. The decoding approach is illustrated in Figure 1C. First,
decoding of intact object animacywasmeasuredwithin the animacy pattern
localizer, by training on old-object trials (i.e., objects included in the main-
experiment set), and testing on new-object trials. Next, cross-decoding was
achieved by training on all conditions of the animacy pattern localizer, and
testing on each of themain-experiment conditions (object, scene, object-in-
scene). For each participant, cross decoding was performed across all voxels
of eachROI, resulting in anoverall accuracy score for theROI for eachof the
three conditions.
Searchlight analysis. The same cross-decodingmethoddescribed above
was applied in a searchlight approach (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006), across
the whole brain of each participant. The searchlight analysis was per-
formed separately for each of the main experiment conditions, in native
space, with a radius of 3 voxels, resulting in an accuracy score for each
voxel for each of the three conditions. Thereafter, accuracy maps were
normalized to MNI space for group significance testing. Supra-additive
contextual facilitation was examined by contrasting decoding accuracy
for degraded objects in scenes against the sum of accuracies for degraded
objects alone and scenes alone. To ensure that the resulting clusters were
driven by enhanced decoding of degraded objects in scenes rather than
below-chance decoding of objects alone or scenes alone, this contrast was
tested in conjunction with three additional contrasts of decoding accu-
racy for degraded objects in scenes against chance (50%), against de-
graded objects alone, and against scenes alone. For each of these four
contrasts separately, voxelwise significance was tested by computing
random-effect cluster statistics corrected for multiple comparisons, us-
ing threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE, p  0.05) (Smith and
Nichols, 2009; Stelzer et al., 2013). The group searchlight ROI is the full
conjunction of the four TFCE maps.
Correlation analysis. We tested for a significant correlation across sub-
jects, between the contextual facilitation revealed by the searchlight anal-
ysis, and evoked activity in five scene-selective areas: right RSC, bilateral
PPA, and bilateral TOS. These ROIs were defined in a group analysis in
MNI space by contrasting activity evoked by scenes against objects,
against scrambled objects, and against baseline activity. RSC, PPA, and
TOS were generated by identifying occipital, temporal, and retrosplenial
voxels in the ventral visual stream where all three contrasts garnered
uncorrected p values0.01 at group level (random effects). The RSCwas
identified only in the right hemisphere, whereas the TOS and PPA were
identified bilaterally. Univariate activity in scene-selective areas was de-
fined by the average across voxelwise T values, contrasting degraded
objects in scenes with the mean of degraded objects alone and scenes
alone. As a comparable measure, contextual facilitation for this analysis
was calculated as the average across voxelwise decoding accuracies for
degraded objects in scenesminus themean of degraded objects alone and
scenes alone, as revealed by the searchlight analysis (similar results were
obtained with the supra-additive measure of contextual facilitation). Be-
cause the main cluster found in the searchlight analysis was in the right
occipital-temporal cortex, this regionwas chosen as the seed for the correla-
tion analysis. Thus, the seed was defined as voxels in the right hemisphere
showing significant supra-additive contextual facilitation in the four-way
conjunction analysis (see Searchlight analysis). In addition, we tested the
same correlation using object-selective voxels in the lateral occipital cortex
(LOC) as seed region, composed of LO and pFs bilaterally.
Controlling for multiple comparisons. All significant t tests and correla-
tions reported remained significant when correcting for multiple com-
parisons within each section of the Results, using false discovery rate
(FDR) at a significance level of 0.05.
Study 2: MEG
Participants. Twenty-five healthy participants (10 female, mean  SD
age, 25  3.3 years) were included. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed consent. Sample size was
chosen to exceed that of previous studies using similar MEG decoding
methods (e.g., Carlson et al., 2013). Four additional participants were
excluded from data analysis due to excessive signal noise, which incurred
removal of many noisy trials and/or channels, leaving insufficient data
for classification analysis.
Experimental design. The main experiment consisted of 8 runs of 285 s
duration, each composed of 5 fixation breaks (8 s each), 6 oddball trials,
and 15 trials per condition: animate/inanimate  object/scene/object-
in-scene (96 trials/run). The animacy pattern localizer consisted of 3 runs
of 382 s duration, each composed of 7 fixation breaks (8 s each), 8 oddball
trials, and 30 trials per condition: animate/inanimate  old/new (128
trials/run). This resulted in 120 trials per condition in the main experi-
ment and 90 trials per condition in the animacy pattern localizer. Each
trial began with 500 ms fixation, followed by 50 ms stimulus presenta-
tion, and followed by a mean ITI of 2 s  500 ms jitter. Trials were
randomly intermixed.
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Data acquisition and preprocessing. Electromagnetic brain activity was
recorded using an Elekta Neuromag 306 MEG system, composed of 204
planar gradiometers and 102magnetometers. Signals were sampled con-
tinuously at 1000 Hz and bandpass filtered online between 0.1 and
330 Hz. Offline preprocessing was done using MATLAB (RRID:
SCR_001622) and the FieldTrip analysis package (RRID:SCR_004849).
Artifact removal was performed manually by excluding noisy trials and
channels. Data were then demeaned, detrended, down-sampled to 100
Hz, and time-locked to stimulus onset. The data were averaged across
trials of the same exemplar within each run, resulting in one trial per
exemplar per run.
Multivariate analysis. Decoding was performed across posterior mag-
netometers (48 channels before noise-based exclusion) of each partici-
pant, between 0 and 500 ms. Before decoding, temporal smoothing was
performed by averaging across neighboring time-points with a radius of
2 (20 ms). Decoding of intact object animacy as well as the cross-decoding
analysis followed the same classificationmethodas in Study1.Decodingwas
performed for every possible combination of training and testing time-
points between 0 and 500 ms, resulting in a 50 50 matrix of 10 ms time-
points, for each of the three conditions, per subject. In addition, to generate
a measure of same-time cross-decoding, decoding accuracy of each time-
point along the diagonal of the matrix was averaged with its neighboring
time-points at a radius of 2 (20 ms). Significance was tested on contrasts
across the entire time timematrix aswell as along same-time cross decod-
ing using TFCE (p 0.05).
Study 3: behavior
Object perception was measured in a series of online behavioral studies
conducted via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Although the physical experi-
mental settings (e.g., screen parameters, room lighting) in online data
collection vary across participants, these settings did not systematically
vary across conditions because each participant completed trials of all
conditions in random order.
Study 3a: object recognition
Two experiments measured the behavioral recognition of degraded ob-
jects, degraded objects in scenes, and scenes alone. The first experiment
was conducted with the original stimulus set used in Studies 1 and 2, and
the second experiment tested its replicability with a cropped version of
these stimuli.
Participants. Thirty-eight participants (19 female, mean  SD age,
35  10 years) were included in the initial experiment, and 19 partici-
pants (6 female, mean SD age, 37 10 years), who did not participate
in the initial experiment, participated in the replication. All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed consent.
Initial sample size was chosen to exceed that of previous studies investi-
gating similar behavioral effects (e.g., Munneke et al., 2013). Two addi-
tional participants were excluded from data analysis due to chance-level
performance throughout the task. One additional participant was ex-
cluded from the analysis of the replication due to insufficient valid
responses.
Stimuli. In the replication experiment, degraded objects alone were
cropped to exclude redundant pixels, including shadows and reflections
of the original stimuli.
Procedure. On each trial, participants typed in the object they per-
ceived in the briefly presented image. They were instructed to guess the
appropriate object for empty scenes. The stimulus subset was presented
once per subject, in random order, resulting in 90 test trials. Eight prac-
tice trials preceded the test trials. In each trial, a stimulus was presented
for 50 ms, after which a blank screen with an open question field ap-
peared until response.
Response quantification. Behavioral data were quantified by coding
open answers into nine object categories: bird, fish, 4-legged mammal,
human, road vehicle, train, watercraft, aircraft, and other. In addition to
this 9-category coding scheme, fine-grain recognition was measured by
coding open answers into 18 object categories: duck (or swan, goose),
bird, whale, dog, sheep (or goat, lamb), squirrel (or chipmunk), deer (or
elk, moose), dog, cat (or kitten), horse (or pony, donkey), calf (or cow,
bull, buffalo), rabbit, human, boat (but not raft, barge), plane (but not
helicopter), tractor (or truck), car (but not bus, carriage), train, and
other.
Study 3b: object detection
The last online experiment measured the rapid detection of animacy
(yes/no) in degraded and intact objects, with and without scenes.
Participants. Forty participants (14 female, mean  SD age, 36  10
years) were included in the experiment. Half of the participants were
presented with degraded objects, and the other half were presented with
intact objects. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and gave informed consent.
Stimuli. Degraded-object stimuli included the degraded objects and
degraded objects in scenes used in Studies 1, 2, and 3a. Intact-object
stimuli were the same objects and objects in scenes without object deg-
radation, such that object resolution was as high as scene resolution.
Procedure. On each trial, participants pressed 1 if they detected an
animate object in the image or 0 if they did not. They were instructed to
respond as fast as possiblewithout compromising accuracy. The stimulus
subset was presented 3 times per subject, in random order, resulting in
180 test trials. Two practice blocks, 4 trials each, preceded the test trials.
Timing feedback was given on the second practice block and on the test
trials. In each trial, a stimulus was presented for 50 ms, after which a
blank screen appeared until response. Following responses longer than
1 s, participants were presented with the feedback “Too slow” on the
screen before proceeding to the next trial.
Results
Study 1: fMRI
Decoding intact object animacy in object-selective cortex
In a first analysis of the fMRI data, we assessed the representation
of animacy in object-selective cortex for the animacy pattern lo-
calizer data. Results showed that object animacy was strongly
represented in two object-selective areas: the LO area (decoding
accuracy mean 81.19%; against chance: t(16) 11.02, p 0.001,
d  2.67) and the pFs area (mean 79.75%; t(17)  12.16, p 
0.001, d 2.87). These results replicate previous findings of an-
imacy decoding in visual cortex (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008).
Scene-based object facilitation in object-selective cortex
Next, we examined the representation of object animacy in
object-selective areas for each of the three main experiment con-
ditions. Classifiers were trained on data from the animacy pattern
localizer and tested on the conditions in the main experiment
using a cross-decoding approach (Fig. 1C). Animacy of degraded
objects presented within scene context could be reliably decoded
in both LO and pFs (against chance; LO, t(16) 6.43, p 0.001,
d 1.56; pFs, t(17) 6.14, p 0.001, d 1.45; Figure 2). Most
importantly, decoding accuracy for degraded objects in scenes
was higher than the sum of accuracies (minus chance: 50%) for
degraded objects alone and scenes alone (LO, t(16)  2.99, p 
0.008, d 0.72; pFs, t(17) 2.62, p 0.018, d 0.62), demon-
strating supra-additive contextual facilitation. Moreover, the
presence of the scene strongly boosted the decoding of degraded
objects in scenes relative to when these same objects were shown
in isolation (LO, t(16)  3.25, p  0.005, d  0.79; pFs, t(17) 
2.96, p 0.009, d 0.70), even though activity patterns evoked
by the scenes themselves did not carry any information about
object animacy (against chance; LO, t(16) 0.75, p 0.465, d
0.18; pFs, t(17) 0.07, p 0.946, d 0.02).
In addition, as an alternativemethod to test for supra-additive
contextual facilitation, we summed the BOLD responses for de-
graded objects alone and scenes alone before decoding (MacEvoy
and Epstein, 2011), then tested the difference in decoding accu-
racy between degraded objects in scenes and the combined signal
for degraded objects alone and scenes alone. All other steps were
the same as in the analysis reported above. Using this approach
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too, supra-additive contextual facilitation was significant (LO,
t(16) 5.60, p 0.001, d 1.36; pFs, t(17) 4.09, p 0.001, d
0.96).
Finally, to test whether contextual facilitation found in object-
selective areas was related to differences in overall activation in
these regions, we examined animate and inanimate univariate
BOLD responses within each area. Data were processed similarly
as for multivariate analysis, excluding the normalization step.
Results showed no differences between animate and inanimate
degraded objects in scenes (LO, t(16) 1.08, p 0.324, d 0.08;
Figure 1. Measuring the representation of contextually defined objects. A, Context-based object perception is demonstrated in this painting by Georges Seurat, Grandcamp, Evening (1885), in
which the boat is a coarse shape (enlarged underneath) gaining itsmeaning from scene context.B, Sample stimuli: animate and inanimate degraded objects, degraded objects in scenes, and scenes
alone. C, Cross-decoding object animacy: classifier trained on themultivoxel (fMRI) ormultisensor (MEG) response pattern to animate and inanimate intact objects, and then tested on animate and
inanimate degraded objects, degraded objects in scenes and scenes alone.
Figure 2. fMRI cross-decoding of object animacy in object-selective cortex. Analysis of object-selective areas revealed supra-additive contextual facilitation of object-animacy representation in
both the LO and pFs. Data are represented as mean distance from chance (50% decoding accuracy) SEM. *p 0.05. *p 0.01.
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pFs, t(17) 1.16, p 0.262, d 0.06) or degraded objects alone
(LO, t(16) 1.65, p 0.119, d 0.03; pFs, t(17) 1.40, p 0.179,
d  0.04). Thus, multivariate representations of object animacy
as measured here cannot be explained by regional response-
magnitude differences between animate and inanimate objects.
Scene-based object facilitation in scene-selective cortex
Given previous reports of object decoding in scene-selective areas
(e.g., Harel et al., 2013), we extended the same cross-decoding
approach to TOS and PPA. Animacy of degraded objects in
scenes could be reliably decoded in both TOS and PPA (against
chance; TOS, t(15) 3.80, p 0.002, d 0.95; PPA, t(17) 5.71,
p  0.001, d  1.34; Figure 3), in line with previous reports.
However, in scene-selective areas, in contrast to object-selective
areas, decoding accuracy for degraded objects in scenes was not
significantly different from the sumof accuracies (minus chance)
for degraded objects alone and scenes alone (TOS, t(15)  0.49,
p  0.630, d  0.12; PPA, t(17)  1.99, p  0.062, d  0.47),
demonstrating additive facilitation in these areas. This was con-
firmed by a significant interaction (F(2,28)  11.48, p  0.001,
p
2  0.45) between regions (object-selective, scene-selective)
and context (degraded object in scene, degraded object, scene).
Scene-based object facilitation in the whole brain
To test for contextual facilitation outside object- and scene-
selective areas, we performed the cross-decoding analysis (Fig.
1C) using a searchlight approach, in which contextual facilitation
was defined by a supra-additive boost in decoding accuracy for
degraded objects when presented within scene context. Voxels
that reached significance (TFCE, p  0.05) in a stringent con-
junction test (see Materials and Methods) were found in regions
of the extrastriate visual cortex (Fig. 4A). These clusters partly
overlapped with object-selective cortex but not scene-selective
cortex (Fig. 4B).
The role of scene-selective areas in scene-based object facilitation
In a final analysis, we tested whether the contextual facilitation
observed in the extrastriate visual cortex was related to concur-
rent processing in scene-selective areas (Fig. 5), as previously
proposed (Bar et al., 2001; Kveraga et al., 2011; Aminoff et al.,
2013). First, we tested for a correlation across subjects, between
the contextual facilitation in the searchlight region and evoked
activity in five scene-selective areas: right RSC, bilateral PPA, and
bilateral TOS. Correlation was most significant for the right RSC
(r(15) 0.67, p 0.002), and also significant for the right and left
PPA and left TOS (r(15) 0.49, p 0.038, for all tests), but not for
the right TOS (r(15)  0.18, p  0.474). Next, we tested for a
correlation between contextual facilitation in the object-selective
LOC and evoked activity in the same five scene-selective areas.
This similarly revealed significant correlations for the right RSC,
right and left PPA, and left TOS (r(15)  0.70, p  0.002, for all
tests). These results indicate that increased activity in scene-
selective areas was associated with increased contextual facilita-
tion of objects in extrastriate visual cortex and particularly in
object-selective areas, providing evidence for functional interac-
tions between scene and object processing.
Study 2: MEG
To characterize the time course of scene-based object facilitation,
we used the same experimental approach duringMEG recording.
Decoding intact object animacy across time
In a first analysis, we assessed the temporal dynamics of animacy
decoding of intact objects within the animacy pattern localizer.
Classifiers were trained and tested on 10ms time intervals from 0
to 500ms relative to stimulus onset, resulting in a 50 50 time
timematrix of decoding accuracy. Results showed significant de-
coding of object animacy along the diagonal of the matrix (same
training and testing time-points), peaking between 180 and
200ms after stimulus onset (Fig. 6). These results replicate recent
findings of animacy decoding using MEG (Carlson et al., 2013;
Cichy et al., 2014).
Scene-based object facilitation across time
Next, we examined the time course of decoding of object animacy
in themain experiment, using the same cross-decoding approach
as in the fMRI study (Fig. 1C). Contextual facilitationwas defined
Figure 3. fMRI cross-decoding of object animacy in scene-selective cortex. Analysis of scene-selective areas revealed additive contextual facilitation of object-animacy representation in both the
TOS and PPA. Data are represented as mean distance from chance (50% decoding accuracy) SEM.
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by a supra-additive boost in decoding accuracy for degraded ob-
jects when presented within scene context. Time-points that
reached significance (TFCE, p 0.05) in a stringent conjunction
test (see Materials and Methods) were found at multiple time
points between 320 and 340 ms after stimulus onset (see black
outlines and asterisks in Fig. 7). Similar to the fMRI results (Fig.
2), activity patterns evoked by scenes alone did not carry any
information about object animacy (TFCE, p  0.05 across all
time-points), yet having the scene as background to the degraded
objects strongly boosted decoding relative to degraded objects
alone.
Study 3: behavior
Study 3a: object recognition
The fMRI and MEG results show that neural activity evoked by
the degraded objectswas better categorizedwhen the objectswere
presented within scenes. To test whether adding scene context
also leads to better visual recognition of degraded objects, we
examined the perceptual effect of these stimuli in behavioral
experiments.
In an online behavioral task, we examined recognition of de-
graded objects with and without context, as well as expectations
about objects induced by the scene alone. Results revealed strong
object recognition for degraded objects in scenes, which was sig-
nificantly better than the summed accuracy for degraded objects
alone and scenes alone (t(37) 3.28, p 0.002, d 0.53), calcu-
lated as the distance from chance by subtracting 11.11% (100%
divided by 9 object categories) (Fig. 8A). A similar effect was
found for fine-grained recognition using the alternative quanti-
fication scheme with 18 object categories (t(37) 2.91, p 0.006,
d 0.47). These results show that scene context explicitly facili-
tated the visual recognition of degraded objects in our experi-
mental stimuli. These results were replicated (t(18)  2.33, p 
0.031, d 0.52) in a second experiment using cropped versions
of the degraded objects.
Study 3b: object detection
Results of Study 3a show that the perception of degraded objects
is facilitated by scene context. To test whether the facilitating
effect of scenes is unique to ambiguous objects, we compared
their effect on degraded objects versus intact objects. Because
intact objects were expected to be easily recognized in the para-
digm used for Study 3a, we instead used a rapid detection task
with degraded and intact objects, with and without scenes.
Results revealed better animacy-detection accuracy for objects
in scenes than for objects alone, for both degraded objects (t(19)
5.25, p  0.001, d  1.17) and intact objects (t(19)  3.42, p 
0.003, d  0.76). However, contextual facilitation, measured by
thedifferencebetweenobjects in scenes andobjects alone,wasmuch
stronger fordegradedobjects than for intactobjects (t(38)3.01,p
0.004,d0.96;Fig.8B). Similareffectswere foundfor sensitivity (d;
t 2.5, p 0.02, for all tests).
The reduced effect of facilitation for intact objects relative to
degraded objects resembles accounts of inverse effectiveness ob-
served in multisensory integration (Stein and Stanford, 2008).
Thus, to better examine the relationship between input redun-
Figure 4. fMRI cross-decoding of object animacy across thewhole brain.A, Searchlight analysis revealed supra-additive contextual facilitation of object-animacy representation in awidespread
region of the extrastriate visual cortex (TFCE, p 0.05).B, The searchlight region (red) partially overlapped object-selective areas LO and pFs (blue), but not scene-selective areas TOS, PPA, and RSC
(green).
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dancy and integration effectiveness, we tested the correlation
between object-alone ambiguity found in Study 3b and con-
textual facilitation found in Study 3a. Ambiguity was defined
as [1 	 accuracy] per object categorization viewed in isolation.
We then correlated these ambiguity scores with the supra-
additive measure of contextual facilitation in the original behav-
ioral recognition task, across object exemplars. The result was a
significant correlation between contextual facilitation and intact-
object ambiguity (r(28)  0.35, p  0.006) and a weak positive
correlation between contextual facilitation and degraded-object
ambiguity (r(28)  0.21, p  0.100). In addition, the two ambi-
guity scores were highly correlated (r(28)  0.58, p  0.001).
These results suggest that the more ambiguous the object, the
more effective the facilitation.
Discussion
In the current study, we investigated how scene and object pro-
cessing interact to support context-based perception. We found
that scene context facilitated neural representation of degraded
objects in fMRI and MEG, as well as their visual recognition and
detection, in a supra-additive manner; scenes facilitated the rep-
resentation of degraded objects even when they did not evoke
such representations on their own. Furthermore, contextual fa-
cilitation in visual cortex and particularly in object-selective areas
was correlated with scene-selective activation, revealing a clear
interaction between scenes and objects in their neural mecha-
nisms of visual processing. These findings suggest that scene in-
formation facilitates the processing of objects at a perceptual
stage (i.e., within the visual cortex), thereby providing direct ev-
idence for interactive views of scene and object perception (Bie-
derman et al., 1982; Bar and Ullman, 1996; Bar, 2004; Davenport
andPotter, 2004). In the following paragraphs, we use the current
findings to characterize, in space and time, the process of scene-
based object facilitation.
The fMRI results showed scene-based facilitation in object-
selective areas LO and pFs as well as in extended regions of the
Figure 5. fMRI correlation of contextual facilitationwith scene-selective activity. Scatterplots present correlations across subjects betweenmultivariate contextual facilitation in seed region and
context-dependent univariate activity in scene-selective RSC and PPA (right hemisphere). A, Searchlight region as seed region. B, Object-selective LOC as seed region. *p 0.05. **p 0.01.
Figure 6. MEG decoding of intact object animacy. Decoding accuracy across a time time
space from stimulus onset to 500ms, averaged across subjects. Object animacywas successfully
decoded from intact objectswithin the animacy pattern localizer. Data are represented asmean
distance from chance (50% decoding accuracy).
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extrastriate visual cortex. These results indicate that object repre-
sentations in visual cortex can fully rely on low-spatial-frequency
object information (i.e., degraded object resolution) when facil-
itated by scene context, even in the absence of contextually asso-
ciated objects. Importantly, the degree to which scenes facilitated
object representation was correlated with concurrent activity in
scene-selective areas, mostly in the RSC and PPA. This finding
provides novel evidence that scene-selective areas are associated
with scene-based facilitation of object representations, extending
previous work on the role of RSC and PPA in object–object in-
teractions (Bar, 2004).
Using MEG, we characterized the time course of scene-based
object perception, showing supra-additive contextual facilitation
starting from 320 ms after stimulus onset, 100 ms later than
peak category decoding of intact objects (Carlson et al., 2013;
Cichy et al., 2014) and initial category decoding of intact objects
embedded in scenes (Kaiser et al., 2016). This delayed timing is
unlikely to reflect feedforward effects (e.g., Johnson and Ol-
shausen, 2003; Joubert et al., 2007). Rather, given our fMRI
results, we propose it reflects a feedback loop within visual pro-
cessing. Relatedly, recent findings show that high-level scene rep-
resentations emerge at
250ms after stimulus onset (Cichy et al.,
2016). Together with the correlation with scene-selective areas ob-
served in the fMRI study, this indicates a longer processing route for
scene-defined objects relative to intact objects, in which scene cues
are first processed along the scene pathway, then relayed back to the
extrastriate visual cortex to facilitate object processing.
The present findings show that, when intrinsic object infor-
mation is insufficient, extrinsic cues play an important role in
shaping the representation of objects. These modulatory influ-
ences have been observed in studies investigating interactions
between nearby representations of frequently co-occurring ob-
jects (Cox et al., 2004; Brandman and Yovel, 2010). However,
whereas Cox et al. (2004) proposed that object representations
themselves contain someembodiment of likely contexts, the current
results suggest that contextual modulation of object representation
can additionally come from a separate processing pathway. Particu-
larly, the current findings of a temporal delay and a correlation
between contextual facilitation and scene-selective activity point to-
ward the interaction between separate object and scene processing
pathways, rather than the direct embodiment of context within
bottom-up object representations.
Figure 7. MEG cross-decoding of object animacy. Matrices represent the decoding accuracy across a time time space from stimulus onset to 500 ms, averaged across subjects. A, Summed
accuracies for degraded objects alone and scenes alone.B, Cross-decoding accuracy for degraded objects in scenes. C, Cross-decoding accuracy along the smoothed time diagonal (matched training
and testing times). Data are represented as mean distance from chance (50% decoding accuracy). *TFCE, p 0.05.
Figure 8. Visual object perception. A, Object recognition: Category coding of open answers revealed supra-additive contextual facilitation of object recognition. Data are represented as mean
distance from chance (11.11% recognition accuracy) SEM. B, Object-animacy detection: Scenes facilitated performance for degraded objects significantly more than for intact objects. Data are
represented as mean distance from chance (50% animacy detection accuracy) SEM. **p 0.01.
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Altogether our results provide support for matching models
of contextual processing, which postulate that contextual cues
reduce the amount of perceptual evidence needed to match an
object with its unique representation, thereby facilitating identi-
fication (Bar and Ullman, 1996; Bar and Aminoff, 2003; Bar,
2004; Mudrik et al., 2014). This framework is in line with predic-
tive coding models (Srinivasan et al., 1982), by which feedback
connections carry predictions of activation whereas bottom-up
connections convey the residual errors in prediction (Rao and
Ballard, 1999; Huang and Rao, 2011). Here, the scene may gen-
erate contextual expectations, which evoke predicted object tem-
plates that are subsequently compared with bottom-up input
given by the degraded object. More generally, this may reflect
Hebbian learning (Hebb, 1949): stimuli that frequently co-occur
in the environment coactivate connected neural representations.
Specifically, the degraded object and the scene context may both
induce subthreshold activation of multiple plausible representa-
tions in the visual cortex. The intersection between scene- and
object-triggered activations is then a unique neural circuit that is
activated by both, resulting in an overall suprathreshold activa-
tion of that representation.
Along these lines, if contextual integration is the convergence
of subthreshold feedforward and feedback activations, then it will
become redundant for feedforward inputs that exceed the thresh-
old on their own. By this logic, the supra-additive effects found in
our data may depend on the insufficiency of ambiguous objects
in activating bottom-up representations. In line with this notion,
we found that the facilitating effect of the scene on object detec-
tionwas reduced for intact objects, and that object ambiguity was
correlated with the effectiveness of contextual facilitation. In
other words, when feedforward object input was informative on
its own, the scene contributed less to its perception. This inverse
relationship, between redundancy of integrated information and
the magnitude of interactive effect, corresponds to the principle
of inverse effectiveness characterized in the field of multisensory
integration (Stein and Stanford, 2008). We therefore propose
that a similar principle may apply for scene-object integration.
Finally, we lay out a few open questions inspired by the cur-
rent findings. First, we must consider that scene-object integra-
tion examined here is unidirectional, in that it tests the effects of
scenes on object encoding, but not the effects of objects on scene
encoding. Here, scene-selective areas did not exhibit supra-
additive facilitation of object encoding, and are therefore less
likely to be the locus of integration. However, this does not rule
out convergence of scene and object information within scene
selective regions, and should be examined also for scene encod-
ing, when objects are the facilitator. Second, the current study
targetedmid-to-high-level visual object processing, by generaliz-
ing from object-category representations evoked by large intact
isolated objects to responses evoked by degraded objects in
scenes. This approach precludes decoding driven by low-level
visual features but does not rule out semantically driven decoding
of object category. It could therefore be asked whether semantic
representations of object category contribute to contextual facil-
itation emerging in visual cortex, andwhether it would generalize
to nonvisual semantic cues. Last, we point out that there may be
other extra-visual factors contributing to the visual integration of
scenes and objects, such as attention and task relevance.
In conclusion, the current study provides comprehensive in-
sight into the neural basis of scene-based object perception. By
demonstrating supra-additive contextual facilitation in the visual
cortex, our data provide evidence for the interaction of object and
scene processing at a perceptual stage, likely via feedback pro-
cesses converging at 
320–340 ms after scene onset. Together
with correlated activity in scene-selective areas, these findings
characterize functional interactions between scene and object
neural pathways. These interactions likely play an important role
in supporting efficient natural vision by facilitating object recog-
nition in real-world scenes.
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